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Detailed Itinerary:   

Day 1: Arrival Day 

 

After arrival in Shiraz, you will meet your friendly guide and then transfer to the hotel to take 

a rest. Then you will have a city tour in Shiraz. 

Shiraz is one of the oldest cities of ancient Persia and the center of arts. It is known as the city 

of poets, literature, wine, monuments, gardens and flowers. You will have a city tour to 

visit Nasirol molk mosque and its colorful Shabestan and 

Zandiyeh Complex (Karimkhan Citadel, Vakil Mosque and Traditional Bazaar and 

finally Tomb of Hafez, overnight Shiraz. 

Day 2: Shiraz- Persepolis- Isfahan 

 

Drive to Isfahan, visiting Persepolis En-route. Persepolis or Takhte Jamshid is one of the 

masterpieces of Iran. UNESCO declared the ruins of Persepolis as World Heritage Site in 

1979. For sure you will enjoy your time in this place, keep going to Isfahan, have a city tour 

to visit the ancient bridges of 33 pol and khaju, Overnight Isfahan. 

 

Day 3: Isfahan 

 

Full day city tour of Isfahan, visiting Naqsh-e Jahan square (Shah and Sheikh lotfollah 

mosques, Qeysarieh bazaar and the great Aliqapu Palace), after that going to visit Chehel 

Sotoun Palace. Then if time permits you will visit the Vank cathedral overnight Isfahan. 

 

Day 4: Isfahan-Kashan- Tehran 

 

Leave Isfahan toward Tehran by visiting Kashan en-route. In Kashan visiting the Boroujerdi 

traditional house, Mirahmad bath and Fin Garden, drive to Tehran, overnight Tehran. 

Day 5: Tehran 

 

Full day city tour of Tehran, the capital of Iran that is much like all the capitals of the world 

with many museums that records the history of each nation, favorable shopping malls with 

reasonable prices, majestic palaces, ancient monuments, and superb restaurants. Visit the 

Golestan complex, consists of 17 palaces, museums, and Halls and it is worth to spend a few 

hours to visit its luxuriously decorated rooms, nice and big dining area and ballroom and well 

landscaped Gardens and fountains. The Archaeological or national and Jewelry museums 

of Iran that represents many different periods of Iran’s rich history, and finally Grand bazaar, 

an old historical market with unique architecture. overnight Tehran. 

http://friendlyiran.com/attraction/persepolis/
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Day 6: Depart 

 

Transfer to the airport to get back home.

 

 

 


